American Psychological Association (APA) Citation Style Sample Sheet

FOR YOUR INFORMATION

This Citation Style sheet shows some common reference list entries in APA style based on the 6th edition of the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association. This style sheet does not cover every type of entry, primarily just the sources used most often. The absolute authority of the APA style is the publication manual referenced above which is available at the HCC Plant City campus library. For more citation entries please see the APA manual or visit the University of Purdue (Purdue OWL) website: https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/01/.

PAPER SOURCES

Book with one (1) author [Title in italics]

Book with more than one (1) author [Title in italics]

Note: list all the authors by last name and initials. Use & symbol – do not type out the word and. If book has more than six (6) authors, then type et al (Latin for “and others”).


An article in a scholarly journal [journal title and volume # in italics]

An article in a magazine

ELECTRONIC SOURCES

eBooks from HCC Online Catalog/Databases


Note: the Internet address is the homepage of the book publisher. You will need to perform a web search for the publisher home page URL address.

eBooks from the open web
An article in a searchable database WITH a DOI [source name & volume # in italics; number in parentheses () is the issue number]

Note: What is a DOI? A DOI is called a digital (d) object (o) identifier (i), a unique identifying number for an online article. APA encourages the use of a doi when it is available. Here is an example of what a DOI looks like:


An article in a searchable database WITHOUT a DOI [source name & volume # in italics; number in parentheses () is the issue number]


Note: The Internet address is the Journal (Animal Control Journal) homepage. Usually, in the database entry, the journal title is highlighted in blue and when clicked, another web page will open to information about the journal including the home page URL. The URL address is not to be underlined or activated.

A specific web page [title of web page is in italics]


1.1.1 A newspaper article from the newspaper’s website


REFERENCE LIST

It is important to include a reference list on the last page of your paper. This section allows readers to locate any sources mentioned in the text. The reference page needs to include a centered heading labeled “References.” The reference page should be in 12 point Times New Roman font and be double-spaced like the rest of the paper.

For a complete list requirements, please visit the Purdue OWL Reference List: Basic Rules page, or the APA 6th edition manual, available at the library. owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/05/.